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When people ask how did Phonebook came into being, CB Smith's answer is simple: "I never set

out to make a photo book about my own mad exploits shot entirely with a cell phone. It wasn't really

until I started reading back the text messages and looking at the pictures that I realized there might

be a book here.What's a cell phone anyway these days? In my opinion, it's a personal device

designed to capture and communicate, to preserve things that just happen, and in my case, that

inevitably leads to sex, drugs, rock and roll, architecture, and flowers...Anywhere, Anytime,

Anything.No filter.No stopping to think.Each image and text its own mini-drama.To put Phonebook in

context, it all began after a calamitous breakup, when my life was thrown into a fragmented

mess.This leads to the proverbial "lost weekend&#148;... A two-year descent into debauchery and

adventure.I know Phonebook might not be for everyone, but this was my life, take it or leave

it.&#148;
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Carter Smith has directed music videos for many of today's leading musical acts, including Jane's

Addiction, Bush, 311, Fishbone, Stone Temple Pilots, Wycleff Jean, NERD, Puya, Buckcherry,

Monstermagnet and various members of the Wu-Tang Clan.In addition to directing Music Videos, he

has documented several recording artists during their studio sessions, including Mary J. Blige, Milla

Jovovich, Chuck D, Common, The Dandy Warhols, Camp Freddy, Laguardia, Sparticle and Duncan

Sheik.Aside from being a talented director, Carter Smith is also a widely published and skilled



photographer.
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